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Abstract

This report discusses the results and conclusions reached from applying acoustic emission
monitoring to surveillance of the High Flux Isotope Reactor vessel during pressure
testing; The objective of the monitoring was to detect crack growth and/or fluid leakage
should it occur during the'pressure test. The report addresses the approach, acoustic
emission instrumentation, installation, cal.ibration, and test results.
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1.0 Introduction

The High Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR) located at Oak Ridge National Laboratory
contains four "beam tubes" which penetrate the reactor vessel wall and continue to the
reactor core. Inherently, these tubes provide a path whereby neutrons from the core can
strike a small area of the reactor vessel wall around the beam tube nozzles with the
resulting potential for embrittlement of the steel. Periodic hydrostatic overpressure tests

• have been implemented as a precaution to ensure the safety of the pressure vessel, and
have been complemented by implementation of acoustic emission monitoring to detect
active crack growth. Acoustic emission (AI3) is also capable of detecting high- pressure

• fluid leakage through cracks and seals, which produces signals distinct from those of
crack growth.

In 1987 tile Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) performed AE monitoring during
hydrostatic pressurization of the HFIR vessel. The present report discusses the results of
the second AE monitoring test performed by PNL at ORNL during hydrostatic testing of

, the HFIR pressure vessel in March 1992.

The expected behavior of crack-growth acoustic emissions, the chief source of interest,
has been used as the primary reference behavior throughout this report. Any apparent
correlation between this behavior and that of detected acoustic emissions should not be

interpreted as other than an indication.

2.0 Objectives

The objective of monitoring the HFIR pressure vessel with AE during hydrostatic testing
is to detect, identify, and locate any crack growth or leakage of pressurizing fluid
occurririg during the test.

• 3.0 Summary

' The HFIR vessel was pressure tested while being monitored fbr acoustic emissions on
March 5, 1992. Pressure was applied in a step-and-hold format reaching a maximum of
925 __.12.5 psi as measured by the parametric input of the acoustic emission monitoring
system. Significant acoustic emission indications were obtained from the following
channels:



• channel 1, monitoring the upper part of the vessel above HB-1

• channel 7, monitoring the upper part of HB-3

• channels 9 and 10, covering the upper and lower parts of HB-4 respectively

• a much lower, but still significant, number of events was obtained from channel 4
located on the upper part of HB-2.

Other channels produced few or no indications. Chamml 10 data has a strong likelihood
of being predominantly noise internal to the AlS instrument.

The sources of detected acoustic emissions remaining after noise removal have not been
identified. Although some behavior of the data is not inconsistent with both crack
growth and leakage, it is equally likely that the observed emissions arise from innocuous
sources. Therefore any proposed source of these emissions should be regarded as
speculative.

While the sources of AE detected by active channels may be classified as active, no data
can clearly be classified as intense, which is the lowest ASTM category for which
supplemental inspection using other NDT methods is recommended (1991 Annual Book
of ASTM Standards [1]). There is also some likelihood that emissions detected by
channels 1 and 9 are due entirely or in part to leakage•

No source location using triangulation techniques was possible, since each signal was
detected only by a single sensor. This condition invalidates a very powerful tool for
source identification, but it is likely that acoustic emission sources must be subsurface
and located within a few feet of the active channel, with the possible exception of
channel 1.

4.0 Approach

The approach taken by PNL in general paralleled that used in the 1987 test as described
in the final report for that work [2]. As the conditions of the test had not significantly
changed, much of the test configuration, equipment, and procedures were also the same
as used previously.

Acoustic emission waveguide sensors were attached to the HFIR pressure vessel at
specified locations as described below, to ensure coverage of critical areas. Acoustic
emission from ali sensors was monitored continuously during the pressurization test of
the vessel using a commercial AE monitoring instrument (SPARTAN 3000* marketed by



Physical Acoustics Corporation). Sensitivity of the entire AE system was verified by
monitoring calibration signals from an acoustic pulser placed at different locations on the
vessel wall. This verification was performed both before and after the pressurization
test.

$.0 Acoustic Emission
e

Acoustic emissions are transient elastic displacements of a surface usually caused by a
• remote, localized source comparable to an earthquake except for scale. The emissions

are typically comprised of a few positive- and negative-going spike-like displacements of
varying amplitude, radiating symmetrically from the point of origin. Separation between
the most energetic of these displacements in a given signal is up to a few tens of
microseconds over typical monitoring distances in acoustic emission applications. These
signal components are the dispersed and attenuated wavemodes appropriate to the
geometry and material of the test specimen, to the loading conditions, to the source and
sensor locations, and the source type and orientation. Modes are distinguished by the
direction of material displacement relative to the direction of wave propagation, and
have distinct propagation speeds. In thin materials, the fundamental symmetric and
anti-symmetric wavemodes predominate, while in thick materials the longitudinal and
shear waves may be detected, or a single Rayleigh wave may be the ordy detectable
mode at large source/sensor separations.

Piezoelectric transducers are commonly used to detect these waves. The transducer is
mounted to a surface of the specimen being monitored and converts any detected
displacements into a covariant voltage• After amplification, the voltage signal is
processed and analyzed by appropriate instrumentation.

Detailed analysis of the signals may reveal a great deal of information about the source,
but this approach is unsuitable for many practical applications at present. Standard
acoustic emission analysis such as that employed in the 1987 test of the HFIR pressure
vessel [2] and in the current test relies on identifying characteristics which generally
describe the envelop of the sensor response to the detected signal, along with a limited

• amount of other information as described below.



6.0 Instrumentation

6.1 Sensors and Amplifiers

Waveguide sensors were used throughout in order to protect electronic components from
exposure to water.

b

6.1.1 Physical Description

Eight of the ten waveguide sensors were those developed and employed in the 1987 test.
Two additional sensors were manufactured by PNL to the same specifications as the
others, to replace dysfunctional sensors. The sensors were formed by bonding a
piezoelectric crystal to one end of a 17 foot 8 inch by 1/8 inch diameter stainless steel
rod. This end of the rod was enclosed to protect the crystal and an integral preamplifier.
Figure 1 illustrates the components and construction of a typical sensor.

The sensor/pre-amplifier systems were designed to provide peak sensitivity between 300
kHz and 350 khz, and show high roll-off below about 150 kHz in order to facilitate low
frequency noise rejection. The pre-amplifiers provided a nominal 20 dB of gain and
were placed near the piezoelectric crystal to diminish noise. Combined with nominal 40
dB of additional broadband amplification, the total gain entering the AE monitoring
system was 60 dB. Attenuation in the waveguides was measured to be about 8 dB.

6.1.2 Acoustic Emission Sensor Characterization

Acoustic emission sensor characterization was performed at PNL on newly constructed
sensors, while sensors remaining from the 1987 test where evaluated at Oak Ridge by
ORNL personnel using PNL procedures. These procedures are identical to those used
during the 1987 program, and consist of comparison of background electronic noise level
with the response obtained from excitation of the waveguide sensors. The waveguide
sensors were excited using a helium gas jet from a 13 psig source forced through a # 18
hypodermic needle applied to the end of the waveguide with a 1/8-inch standoff of the
needle tip. The results from this calibration test give a sensor frequency resporLse p_'ofile
and a relative measure of sensor sensitivity to permit a comparison of sensor
performance among a group of sensors.

A representative calibration result for frequencies from 0 to 1 MHz is illustrated in
Figure 2. Some greater variability was observed in the response characteristics of the
sensors when compared to the 1987 calibration data. The peak response frequency
determined from the latest calibration varied between about 250 and 450 kHz while

4
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Figure 1. Schematic of a Typical Waveguide Sensor Employed at ORNL

background noise levels were slightly higher than previously measured, resulting in
• decreased signal-to-noise. Frequency roll-off is about 150 khz.

Sensitivity was also examined with the sensors in situ both before and after the pressure
• test was run° Art electronic pulser was mounted on the end of an extension handle

constructed by ORNL personnel as shown in Figure 3, which permitted the pulser to be
placed at various locations around the vessel wall. The pulser is a piezoelectric sensor
which produces transient acoustic signals suitable for functional testing of AE
instruments. During response tests which preceded and followed the pressure vessel test,
the pulser was activated at each location and the response of the acoustic emission



b

Figu_ 2. Representative Wave,gulde Sensor Response to Helium Gas
Jet Excitation on a Calibration Block. Lower _race -
electronic background; middle trace - radial excitatkm near
the waveguide tip;upper trace - excitation in the axial
direction of the waveguide.

:vstem to these signals examined and evaluated, Pulser and sensor positions and method
of placement are described below.

Comparison between the pulser signal and the signal produced by breaking 0.7 pencil
lead was also carried out at the request of an ORNL representative., The breaking of a
pencil lead is a widely used and weil- characterized transient acoustic emission
calibration standard. This experiment was set-up by attaching a waveguide sensor to a
12 x 12 x 4 inch carbon steeI test block with 50 Ibs. pressure applied to the waveguide to
provide good contact with the surface of thc block. The signal produced by breaking the
pencil lead asi.ng a mechanical pencil at a four inch distance from the sensor was
compared to the signal from a water-coupled pulser at the smaaelocation. The 0.7 mm
lead was used instead of the 0.5 lead used in previous tests because the proper type of
smaller lead was not available, The pulser was similar in design to that used for in situ
sensor cal.ibration, and driven: by both 10,0V and 30,0V transient pulses for this
experiment. The resutts showed the ratio of the detected pencil Iead peak-to-peak
amplitude to those of the 100V and 300 V pulser signals to have the ratios 1.0,0/1.35
and 1.0,0/3.62 respectively as shown in Table 1.
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Figure 3. Pulser Mounted on the Extension Handle - Sketch

Table 1. Comparison of Lead Break and Pulser AE Sources
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The injection losses in the test block are expected to be somewhat lower than on the
vessel wall, due to the effects of the curved surface and weld-bead cladding on the vessel,
and difficulties inherent in remote positioning on the quality of the pulser contact.

The amplitude of a pencil lead break signal changes as the amount of applied force
- necessary to break it. In contrast to the 1987 results, the pencil lead is the lowes_ of the
: tkree inputs despite the larger diameter of the lead.

It is significant that the acoustic signals produced by breaking a pencil lead may exceed
those produced by microscopic crack growth by an order of magnitude or more. The
pencil lead emissions detectable by a sensor mounted on the same surface of a thick
component as the source are surface waves, and of these waves the non-dispersive

_ Rayleigh wave is usually the most significant component.

6.2 Data Acquisition and Analysis Instrumentation

Acoustic emission sensors detect surface displacements and convert them to electrical
signals. Commercial sensors typically have a narrow peak response frequency band and
low damping, hence the response of the sensor to spike-like displacements tends to
appear as a short rise-time signal with an exponentially decaying tail, oscillating near the

: sensor resonant frequency. The effect of a long, cylindrical waveguide is to convert a
displacement spike into rod modes and to attenuate the signal. Signal energy loss is also
aggravated by the waveguide/surface interface. Rod modes may be internally reflected
and these reflections interpreted as distinct events. Effects of rod modes and internal
reflections on acoustic emission analysis are discussed further in Section 12.

_

: The sensor response is amplified and filtered. Initial filtering is caused by conversion of
the surface modes to the rod modes of the waveguide sensor, but filtering primarily
occurs because of the transducer sensor response function which preferentially amplifies
certain frequencies and rejects those outside of the passband. Additional frequency
filtering is usually performed electronically. Signals are detected when the amplified
sensor output exceeds a pre-set voltage threshold, hence signals are also amplitude
filtered prior to processing. The details of filtering and other analysis functions are
device-dependent in practice.

: The instrument used for data acquisition and analysis was a SPARTAN 3()00_ obtained
- on lease from Physical Acoustics Corporation. The instrument calculates standard AE

signal parameters and store.s them on diskette, along with parametric input. Graphs of
data trends can be displayed during acquisition. Pertinent characteristics derived and
recorded by the instrument include the signal arrival time, the event sequence number
which is ' ""'sm,eq the order of occurrence of the event relative to other events, amplitude.
duration, rise time, energy, and ringdown counts. The system is also capable of
calculating and displaying source location information.

: 8



Signal amplitude is the peak amplitude of the signal measured from the threshold level.
The amplitude is displayed in decibels with a range from zero to 100 dB. Signals with
amplitude exceeding 100 dB are clipped but retained, while those with amplitude below
threshold are rejected. Duration as measured by the SPARTAN is the elapsed time
from the time of the peak amplitude measurement until the end of the event. The signal
rise time is length of time from the threshold crossing until the peak signal voltage (i.e.
signal amplitude) is reached. Energy is typically determined as the product of the
squared peak voltage and the signal duration, while counts are the number of times the

• oscillating signal crosses the threshold. Parametric inputs allow non-acoustic emission
data to be sampled either periodically or simultaneously with the occurrence of detected
events. Parametric inputs must be in the range of 0 to 5 volts. The SPARTAN

• parametric was used to measure a 0 to 5 volt pressure gauge signal, providing a
resolution of 0.1 V.

7.0 Sensor Installation

Locations of the AE sensors are shown in Figure 4. The sensor locations, mounting
fixtures, and related bardware, were the same as or identical to those used in the 1987
test. Sensors were located above and below the beam tube nozzles, and two sensors
were located near the top of the vessel as illustrated in the figure. ORNL staff again
performed the sensor installation.

8.0 ASTM Standards

Three ASTM standards applied to AE monitoring of the HFIR pressure vessel. The
primary one is E569, "Standard Practice for Acoustic Emission Monitoring of Structures
During Controlled Stimulation" [1]. E569 references E750, "Standard Practice for
Measuring the Operating Characteristics of Acoustic Emission Instrumentation" [1].
Both of these standards were followed to the degree technically practical. Standard
E1316 is a listing of definitions. Standards E569 and E1316 are included as Appendices
to this report.

i

Due to difficulty in obtaining the monitoring instrument, it was shipped directly to Oak
Ridge, arriving two days prior to installation. This did not allow time for a field
engineer from Physical Acoustics Corporation to check-out and calibrate the instrument
on-site, hence as much check-out as possible was performed by the operators.
Calibration stickers indicated that the acoustic emission computer component of the
instrument had been calibrated in January 1991, while the remaining component had
been calibrated in February 1992.
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Notes regarding calibration presented in the 1987 test results are applicable to the
current tests. As an alternate to the ASTM-specified calibration, an electronic pulser
mounted on an extension handle was pressed against the side of the vessel at selected
points to inject signals to test the sensitivity and source location capability of the AE
system. The pulser signal strength was compared separately to the signal produced by
breaking pencil leads, This is discussed further below.

9.0 Test Preparation

b

9.1 Pulser Tests and Sensor Response Evaluation: Pre- and Post-
Hydro-test

A high water level in the well surrounding the main reactor vessel was maintained during
the sensor response tests. The detection threshold for the pre-pressurization series of
response evaluation tests was set at 65 dB for ali eight channels, while the
post-pressurization evaluation test thresholds were held at 55 dB corresponding to test
threshold levels. The pulser was placed in the vicinity of the locations indicated by
brackets in Figure 4. "l'he pulser had to be positioned by an operator standing on a
walkway above the pressure vessel, therefore in order to assure reasonable accuracy in
the pulser positions the pulser rod was marked to indicate vertical distance. Azimuthal
position was determined by numbering the head bolts as illustrated in Figure 5 and
noting the number which corresponded to the position of the pulser. After positioning,
the pulser was activated and the response of the sensors recorded. Response to both 300
V and a less complete set of 100 V pulser excitations were examined.

During both pre- and post- test sensor response evaluations, of the ten sensors only
channel 8 was insufficiently sensitive to respond to any input. Channel 5 was also found
to be insensitive. Although at some positions channel 5 detected pulser events, there
were no detected events with amplitude below 60 dB despite a threshold setting of 55
dB. This observation has been ascribed to poor calibration of the SPARTAN for
reasons discussed in detail below.

Data from each channel was examined to ensure proper functioning of the instrument,
and to identify the probable propagation path of the detected signal. The time of
occurrence of each event was recorded with one-tenth microsecond resolution..This time

is provided by a clock marking the elapsed time from the start of the test, hence the
difference in arrival time of a signal at a given pair of sensors can be found by
subtracting these arrival times. Possible propagation paths were determined from the
pulser location and the sensor locations, and the wave speeds calculated. For example,
the delta-times between channels 6 and 7 were calculated when the pulser was located at
lug 33 (see Figure 5) at mid-level (80 inches below the upper girth weld shown in

11



Figure 5. Pressure Head DiagramShowingStud Numberingand Beam Tube Locations
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Figure 4). In this set, twelve delta-times in this set of data were found to exhibit
reasonable and similar values for the known sensor separation, while other possible hit
sequences produced delta-times which were much too large for any likely wavemode.
The mean delta-time of the 12 signals was calculated to be 231.6 microseconds with a
standard deviation of about 16 microseconds. Approximate distances for the most direct
geometric paths along the vessel surface from the source to the two waveguide tips were
then determined taking into account the nozzle curvature. Distances were also
calculated for the direct water path to these sensors. The difference between
source-sensor surface paths in this example was found to be about 21 inches, giving an
approximate wave speed of 0.093 inches per microsecond. This value is in the range of
surface wave speeds in steels. By the direct water path, however, sensor 6 cannot detect

. the signal first, contrary to the data, except where the waveguides are close together as
they nm up the attachment arm. In this latter case the delta-times should be no more
than one or two microseconds It is probable therefore that the surface wave is detected
by these sensors•

With the pulser at mid-revel on lug 42, the delta-times between channels 6 and 7 fell into
two groups. One group showed delta-times near 220 microseconds which, by again
calculating the most direct geometric path along the vessel surface, produced wave
speeds of about 0.04 in//._sec. An error of only a few inches in the pulser or receiver
placement is sufficient to raise this value to that of water. The second group, with
delta-times of about 1 microsecond, produced wave speeds near 10 in//a.sec using these
same distances. This second wave speed is far too high, hence these signals either are
noise or else the real or effective sensor separation is substantially less than the distance
between the tips of the waveguides. The signals corresponding to these latter wave
speeds are not distinguishable from other events on the basis of recorded signal
parameters, therefore a reasonable explanation is that the signals were detected at a
point where the sensor separation was only about 1/2 inch or so. This condition occurs
on the sensor mounting fixture and indicates a water path for signal propagation.
Because of these results, it appears that a surface wave propagating through the vessel
wall or an acoustic wave propagating through water may be detected, depending on the
distance of the sensor from the source and possibly other geometric effects.

9.2 Test Procedure

The test plan specified that pressure would be increased in steps from a 100 psi
minimum to a maximum of 900 psi. Pressure would be increased in 100 psi increments

" up to 800 psi, followed by a 50 psi increment and two 25 psi increments to maximum
pressure• Background acoustic emission would be measured at 100 psi. ltae water level
in the pressure vessel well was reduced to below that of the lowest acoustic emission
sensors prior to beginning the test.

13



Pressure transitions during testing were accomplished in under two minutes. Background
was measured for ten minutes while AE was monitored during pressure increases and for
five minute periods at each static pressure. Interruptions in testing were necessary in
order to remove water from the vessel well, when a remote camera was operated, and
because of a pressure gauge which was improperly calibrated above 500 psi. Acoustic
emission monitoring was disabled during these interruptions clue to the increased noise
levels.

The actual pressures achieved during the test, as determined from parametric input to
the acoustic emission instrumentation, followed the above description to 400 psi. Instead
of a 100 psi increment to 500 psi, the subsequent measured pressure reached 525 psi
followed by 625, 750, 875, and 925 psi. Pressure is obtained from the parametric input
by subtracting 1.00 and scaling by 250, and has a resolution of 0.1 volt or -4-12.5 psi
despite two decimal places reserved for parametric data in the instrument output.

Acoustic emission was monitored at all but the highest pressure for the full five minutes.
The maximum pressure was only reached momentarily before the pressurization pump
tripped. When disagreement among pressure gauge readings was noted, the test was
halted for a period of time and the pressure dropped to about 800 psi. Pressure was
then raised to 850 psi and held, and to 900 psi where it was maintained for 30 minutes.
Acoustic emission was obtained during these later test periods, but because these
pressures had already been exceeded, the primary utility of these emissions is as an
indication of background noise level.

9.3 Instrument Settings

During testing, the event detection thresholds were set to 55 dB for ali acoustic emission
channels. This threshold level was observed to be between 3 and 8 dB above hard
electronic background depending on the channel, and between about 1 and 4 dB above
the soft electronic background. Here, the hard background level is the highest threshold
where the event indicator light on the front panel of the instrument appears continuously
lit, while the soft background level is the highest threshold level where sporadic
background noise is detected at a rate judged to be sufficient to impede analysis. Hard
background levels were typically found to be 50 dB, a value of 47 dB for channels 1, 6,
and 10, and 51 dB for channel 7. There does not appear to be a strong correlation
between background level and sensor response.

14



10.0 Test Results

10.1 General

The sum of acoustic emission events detected by each significantly active channel are
plotted versus time in Figure 6, each with the superimposed pressure curve. Suspension
of testing for water pumpdown is indicated by superimposed rectangles in the figure.

. Elimination of identified noise was performed prior to final analysis of the data. The
criteria used for identifying noise signals is discussed in detail in a later section.
Detected events were insufficiently energetic to trigger more than one sensor in an array,

' thus only zonal location could be performed. Channels 1, 4, 7, 9, and 10 showed
significant acoustic emission levels during the course of the test, while only sporadic
emissions were observed on the remaining channels. No signals were detected by
channel 5. Events detected on channels 1, 4, and 7 are apparently independent as
indicated by the typically large and variable time intervals between events detected on
different channels. There is an apparent correlation between events detected on
channels 9 and 10 which is discussed below.

10.2 Description of Acoustic Emissions

10.2.1 Channel 1

Acoustic emission data from channel 1 shows continuous activity from the initiation of
monitoring. As indicated in Figure 6 the emission rate is fairly constant before about 35
minutes, corresponding to a point just following pressurization from 400 to 525 psi, and
is fairly constant again after about 51 minutes when the pressure is 750 psi and greater.
The event rate during these periods fluctuates somewhat, decreasing from about 9 or 10
events/minute during 100 psi static pressure to about 6 to 6.5 events per minute until the
end of the 400 psi static pressure period. The rate is about 7.5 events per minute in the
interval from 55 minutes to the end of the illustrated portion of the test. Measurements
made during the 30 minute hold at 900 psi after the pressure gauge problem yielded a
mean event rate of about 6 events per minute.

" A significant increase in the emission rate occurs just following the pressure increase
from 400 to 525 psi, (passing through the current operational pressure), and continues at
a comparatively high rate with some tendency to taper off prior to a break in monitoring
required to lower the water level at 625 psi. Following resumption of testing a very high
emission rate occurs in conjunction with a pressure increase from 625 to 750 psi.
Following stabilization of the pressure at 750 psi, the emission rate decreases to
approach that seen prior to the 400-525 psi pressurization and remains at this level.
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Acoustic emission amplitudes over the entire test range from 57 to 78 dB. These signals
can be characterized as high amplitude, short duration events with rise times typically
greater than or equal to the duration. Possible trends are identifiable by calculating and
comparing the statistical distribution of amplitudes over different regions of the test data.
For example, during the first ten minutes of testing with the pressure at 100 psi, the most
likely amplitude is found to be 60 dB. The probability of this measurement is only 12%
due the spread of the data which here ranges from 57 to 76 dB. The spread also
accounts for the mean amplitude value during this period being/x = 66.5 dB with a
standard deviation of 5.7. This may be compared with the more active period when the
pressure was being increased to 750 psi and the event rate was about 100 events/minute.
In this region the most likely amplitude is 67 dB with probability of 24%. The

. amplitudes here fall into a more restricted range of 58 to 72 dB. The mean amplitude is
/z = 64.5 dB, lower than in the region previously described, and the standard deviation is
4.6 dB. These results and their implications are discussed below.

10.2.2 Channel 4

Far less activity was seen on channel 4, where only 53 events were detected over the
entire test, with a maximum rate of 16 events per minute. The event rate is extremely
low except during transient pressurization beginning at the 525 to 625 psi transition. An
examination of the amplitude distribution shows a range from 56 to 68 dB, and the most
likely amplitude is 58 dB with a probability of 30%. The higher amplitude events cause
the mean amplitude value to be 62 dB with a standard deviation of 3.7 dB. A sufficient
number of events occurred during pressurization from 750 to 825 psi that analysis of
amplitudes in this region may be informative. The first event occurring during
pressurization has an amplitude of 68 dB and is followed by a number of events with
amplitudes of 56 and 58 dB. The most likely amplitude in this region is again 58 dB
with a likelihood of 31%. The mean is 60.6 dB with standard deviation of 3.5 dB.

10.2.3 Channel 7

Except for a pair of events following pressurization to 200 psi, channel 7 was quiet until
the pressure transition from 400 to 525 psi. The few events accompanying this transition

• were followed, after some delay, by a substantial increase in the event rate. Monitoring
during this period was interrupted by a break in the test to pump down the water level,
but the high rate was still detected after monitoring was resumed. A pressure increase
from 750 to 875 psi also appears to initiate a substantial event rate increase. No
significant change in the emission rate accompanied the short duration pressure increase
to the maximum pressure of 925 psi.

Channel 7 event amplitudes range from 53 dB to 65 dB. The presence of 53 dB events
is not a concern despite the nominal 55 dB threshold for reasons discussed below. The

.t
t
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examination of signal amplitudes and event times from various regions of the test data
indicates, however, that many or all higher-amplitude events may be caused by noise
unrelated to damage. Beginning near 58 minutes into the test (near the end of the 750
psi hold period) and continuing for about 15 minutes, a number of events were found
with amplitudes in excess of 57 dB. A sample of raw data from this region is reproduced

. in Figure 7. These events occurred periodically at intervals of about 1.2 - 1.3 seconds
initially, and were interspersed with between zero and five lower amplitude events. The
interval between these higher amplitude events increased in a fairly regular manner

• while their amplitudes decreased until the events were no longer distinguishable. To
illustrate the periodicity of these high amplitude data, a series of representative
sequential events were plotted in Figure 8 with time as the abscissa, and with ordinate
value 1 if the amplitude was 57 dB or greater and value zero otherwise. All of these
data were removed prior to final analysis. Of note is that similar data were seldom
observed outside of the region described above.
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The time delay between a high amplitude event and each of the following lower
amplitude signals was next examined and listed in conjunction with the duration of the
larger signal. The same delays were found to occur repeatedly and corresponded fairly
well with delays expected from a sensor effect as discussed below. These signals were
therefore also discarded with some corffidence that they are not of interest. A
conservative estimate of the valid data accumulation, retaining most events whose origin
is uncertain, is illustrated in Fig,are 9.
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Figure 9, Channel 7 Data with Periodic and Internal Reflection Events
Removed Overlayed on the Unfiltered Data shown in
Figure 6

.

Prior to this period, the most likely amplitude is 54 dB with 38 % likelihood, a mean
amplitude of 5.5.5dB, and deviation s = 1.9 dB. The distribution is therefore fairly
narrow compared to the channel 1 distributions described earlier. Since the peak of the
distribution lies above the minimum amplitude, most of the emissions caused by this
source were probably detected.
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10.2.4 Channels 9 and 10

In contrast to general isolation of detected events observed on ali other channels, those
detected by channels 9 and 10 appear to be correlated. This correlation is apparent in
the similarity of the plots of events versus time for these two channels shown in Figure 6.
A large number of events are detected first by charmel 9, followed by one or more
channel 10 events delayed by about 4.4 -4.9 milliseconds. Assuming first that channel 9
and 10 detect the same propagating signal, these large delta-time values cause the wave

. speed closest to a reasonable value to be obtained using the maximum acoustic path
between the two sensors. This maximum path length is about 27 inches, which yields an
effective wave speed of .006 in./sec, or so, one-tenth that of water. This suggests either
that substantial dispersion of the signal occurs as it travels from sensor 9 to 10, causing
the event detector on the two channels to trigger on entirely different parts of the signal,
or that the channels are cotpied mechanically or electronically and that all or part of the
data is noise. The difference in amplitudes between the channel 9 and channel 10
response for correlated events ranges from 8 to 13 dB, not incensistent with a highly
dispersed and/or attenuated signal whose source is closer to sensor 9 (the top of HB-4).
Examination of the amplitudes shows those of channel 9 to range from 57 dB to 71 dB,
while channel 10 amplitudes range from 49 dB to 53 dB. 'llle chalmel 10 events
therefore are well below the set threshold, indicating an error condition. In the
laboratory the instrument was examined for the possible source of this condition.
Re-loading the program setup in the SPARTAN and generating controlled input signals '
using a simulator showed that the threshold was in fact set to 55 dB during testing as
intended, and that the minimum recorded signal amplitude should be 60 dB due to lack
of proper calibration. It is likely therefore that there is a condition internal to the
instrument which causes spurious below-threshold events to occur. This condition has
been noted in an instrument by a different manufacturer used for a number of years at
PNL and on which the SPARTAN technology is partially based. The number of
pseudo-events generated internally by this other instrument also outnumbered the valid
events as observed in the present case with the SPART,_N data° In any case, if channel
10 data is valid and due to crack extension, the only information lost by rejection of the
data is a possible enhanced definition in the source location. As shown below, channel
10 is badly out of calibration near the sensor resonance frequency, requiring the actual
threshold value to be about 44 dB if the channel 10 events are valid.

Although this channel is out of calibration, the offset in recorded amplitude should not
affect comparative analysis. Significant emissions detected by channel 9 first appear
during static pressure at 200 psi. The event rate decreases toward the end of this region
in the 400 psi static pressure interval. In this early portion of the test the amplitude
range is 58 to 68 dB, the most likely amplitude is 60 dB with a likelihood of 30.3%, a
mean of 63.0 dB, and deviation of 3.3 dB. Higher amplitude events irt this region occur
predominately within the first few minutes. The pressure increase from 400 to 525 psi. is
accompanied by a second rise in the acoustic emission event rate. Although the
amplitude statistics are similar, the initial amplitudes are low, and high amplitude events
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occur sporadically throughout the measurement interval. These events have a range of
57 to 71 dB (the increase possibly due to a larger number of samples), a most likely
value of 60 dB with 23.2 % likelihood, and/z = 63.2 dB with s - 4.2 dB.

Late events detected during repressurization after establishing correct pressure readings
and the 30 minute static pressure period at 900 psi occurred in two groups. The first
consisted of seven events occurring nearly simultaneously just after pressure was raised
from 800 to 850 psi. Delta-times indicate that a portion of these events may be noise.
Three distinct events also occurred at 900 psi over a period of about five minutes.

11.0 Evaluation of Test Reaults

No more than one sensor detected any given event. This conclusion results from the
observation that the SPARTAN detected only one event validated by an array during the
entire test, and also from direct examination of the arrival time differences and hit
sequences of the test data. During pulser tests, surface waves and water-borne signals
were detectable on multiple sensors and often without substantial amplitude differences.
Detection of an event by only one of a pair of closely spaced sensors, such as the pairs 2
and 3, 4 and 5, 6 and 7, and 9 and 10, therefore indicates that the source a) was noise
originating in the sensor electronics, or b) originated in the vessel wall in the near
vicinity of the active sensor. Electronic noise as an option can be eliminated since such
noise would probably not exhibit the observed correlation with pressure. Sensors 1 and 8
are relatively isolated, hence a signal originating at some distance from the sensor may
be detected on one of these channels but be undetected elsewhere because of dispersion
and attenuation effects.

11.1 Channel 1

Channel 1 background acoustic emission does not exceed about 6 event3 per minute,
which is the lowest level measured on this channel during testing. The background rate
was measured at 900 psi, but due to having achieved higher pressure during an earlier
interval, sources such as crack extension which are subject to the Kaiser effect 1 would
be eliminated. Sources subject to the felicity effect 2 are unlikely to remain active for an
extended period at constant pressure, while the observed emission rate at 900 psi

1Sources subject to the Kaiser effect are not activated until the previous maximum
applied stress is exceeded.

2The felicity effect describes nJn-Kaiser effect sources.
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appeared to be about constant. Contributions to the background rate occurring at 400
psi and below probably include innocuous sources such as dripping water, or possibly the
motion of components loosened by lowered pressure. Contributing to the rate at 750 psi
and above may be emissions from the source active during the preceding high emission
rate interval continuing at a lower level of activity. No signals could be identified as
noise with confidence based on signal characteristics, hence the entire data set was
retained for analysis.

The amplitude distributions revealed two possibly significant trends. First, the range of
" amplitudes occurring in various test regions were found to vary via the presence or

absence of amplitudes above about 70 dB, and the most likely value was also observed to
. fluctuate. The variations in these two parameters show some interdependence and also

dependence on test conditions. The principle trends are that a large amplitude range
(58 - 76 dB or greater) combined with a low most- likely amplitude of 60 dB occur when
the emission rates are close to background. The regions with high most-likely anaplitudes
appear to accompany high emission rates. This latter increase is probably not due
entirely to the superposition of nearly simultaneous events, since the highest value of 71
dB does not accompany the highest emission rate. Further examination of these
relationships is probably not profitable at present since it does not appear to help
identify the source process.

Channel 1 is located near the pressure vessel head, and it is easy to rationalize the
observed emission activity in terms of any one of a number of possibilities. Crack
growth cannot be ruled out, since the delayed increase in activity following the transition
through the operating pressure is consistent with this source, as is the subsequent high
emission rate tapering off as stress is relieved, as the crack front is pinned, or perhaps as
the micro-crack mechanism changes. In the first two cases an increase in pressure may
re-activate the crack. Similar behavior has been seen during stress-corrosion cracking in
iron alloys and stainless steel in small laboratory specimens subjected to step-and-hold
loading [3].

The background emissions present throughout the test may also indicate leakage.
Because of single sensor validation and insufficient knowledge of the overall condition of
the vessel, however, any suggestion remains highly speculative.

11.2 Channel 4

The apparent correlation between the small number of detected acoustic emissions and
the pressure transitions is similar to that obtainable from a stationary crack subject to
step loading or plastic deformation in regions of high localized stress, but may also be
caused by structural interfaces which exhibit relative motion during load changes. The
distribution of the event amplitudes indicates that most events produced by the source
were detected. This can be interpreted as a low level of source activity.
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11.3 Channel 7

Although the variability of amplitude range and most likely amplitude observed in
channel 1 data appears to be absent from channel 7 once noise is removed, crack growth
again cannot be ruled out as a possible source mechanism. The amplitude consistency
(disregarding noise) observed here may be caused by the absence of signals from a
secondary source possibly present in channel 1 data. It is evident that the channel 7
source is activated or amplified by an increase in pressure past the current operating
pressure, and for reasons discussed elsewhere, the source is probably located within the
pressure vessel wall in the vicinity of the channel 7 sensor attachment point.

Once begun, source activity increases almost sigrnoidally, showing little direct
dependence on the rate of pressure change. In an active crack, this type of emission may
accompany crack advance in the absence of a change in mode or increment size over
much of the range of applied stress. A/_crack would also not necessarily experience
sufficient stress-relief through extension to cease growing over the time interval between
pressure steps. In this case, the apparent roll-off in acoustic emission rate at high
pressure may have one of two interpretations: although fewer en'tissions may occur if the
crack growth rate decreases, the same decrease in emission rate has been observed in
stainless steel during stress corrosion cracking tests in the laboratory when a crack
becomes unstable. This latter phenomenon is caused by a drop in the energy released
per acoustic emission event, possibly coupled with an increase in crack increment size
per acoustic emission event [3]. The same caveat regarding speculative source
identification, however, also holds for channel 7 data.

11.4 Channels 9 and 10

Due to the Kaiser effect, the most likely crack-related mechanism which could cause the
initiation of emissions at less than the operating pressure is probably crack interface
noise caused by contact between crack faces at low pressure. Oxide rupture is not likely
unless the oxide was formed on an external surface which is, however, clad with stainless
steel. The initial high amplitude events in the first active region indicate a source which
had stabilized below 200 psi and required some three or four minutes at this pressure to
activate. The second active region beginning during the 400 to 525 psi transition may be
a separate mechan/sm due to the temporal distribution of higher amplitude events As
in other cases, the behavior expected from a crack growth source mechanism does not
conflict with the observed data.

Leakage is also a possible source, and the same observations made in reference to the
cham_el 1 evaluation above apply to channel 9 data.
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12.0 Discussion

Although AE generally behaved in a manner that is not inconsistent with crack growth
emission, other sources may be activated by similar stimulation. The information
available for analysis from acoustic emission monitoring consists primarily of whether
acoustic emissions were detected and on which channel or channels, the long-term
behavior of acoustic emissions, the relationship of the emissions to pressurization, and

• the relative distributions of the signal characteristics. Source location using triangulation
could not be performed since multi-sensor detection of single events did not occur. This
may be interpreted as an indication that ali detected signals are noise, but high

- ultrasonic attenuation in stainless steel and other effects may also primary contributors to
this result as discussed in Section 12.4.

Detected emissions should first be examined for noise, and such signals removed from
the data. Normally, the most reliable method of identifying crack growth and removing
noise in the field is source location. If source locations are narrowly distributed near a
high-risk region or if locations tend to progress along or through such a region, the
likelihood of a crack increases. Each event can be verified if triangulation-type source
location can be performed, and sources with uninteresting point-of-origin eliminated. In
the present case only zone-location was feasible, which prevents both high accuracy and
event-by-event verification.

Correlations between acoustic emissi.ons and pressure are suggestive, but appear
somewhat ambiguous. The components of a structure tend to adapt stable
inter-relationships at standard operating conditions which may become unstable when the
conditions are changed. Although installed gaskets, for example, which are compressed
from continued loading permit relative motion of the interfaces when the load is
removed, such emissions should cease at higher loads. If there are no such local sources
but there are local high-risk regions, the likelihood of crack growth becomes greater.

Statistical analysis of signal parameters aids in identifying noise, identifying the presence
of multiple sources, recognizing a change in the behavior of a source, and determining
what fraction of individual source processes (e.g., crack increments) were detected. Of
those characteristics provided by the SPARTAN, counts and energy are ambivalent

• because of their dependence on two or more other signal characteristics, and did not
appear to provide significant information during initial cursory examination. The
characteristic which appeared to provide the greatest amount of information was the
signal amplitude, which aided in identifying noise in channels 10 and 7, and was a useful
indicator of source behavior as described in the relevant sections above.

Some comparison was made to the acoustic emission behavior of laboratory specimens
during stress-corrosion cracking under step-and-hold loading. Similarities in behavior are
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not intended to be proof or necessarily strong indicators of the presence of growing
cracks in the HFIR vessel, but do provide some measure of supportive evidence.

Leakage acoustic emission is typically continuous type caused by turbulent fluid flow
through an orifice, similar in appearance to and additive with electronic background
noise. A transient detector such as the SPARTAN would detect a leak of the
appropriate size as a series of sporadic transients. Gas leakage studied in the laboratory
produced acoustic emissions with RMS voltage proportional to the flow rate, where the
flow rate in these laboratory tests was varied by changing the diameter of a circular
orifice while maintaining a constant pressure gradient. Change in pressure through a
constant diameter circular orifice was observed to cause a similar change in acoustic
emission RMS voltage A change in the RMS voltage would produce a corresponding
change in the event rate detected by a transient monitor, limited by the instrument reset
time and its method of accommodating events with durations exceeding a maximum
allowed value. Event rates did not increase in channel 1 and channel 9 data in the

manner expected for the simplest case of leakage- induced emissions, but other
phenomenon effecting the signals cannot be ruled out. A change in flow conditions or
stabilization of the flow rate because of friction and fluid viscosity would change or
stabilize the acoustic emission level. An orifice may become clogged with debris, or
open or close as pressure is increased. Leak detection capability has also been
somewhat compromised by the test conditions. Because detection thresholds were
established at pressure, leaks existing at 100 psi may be undetectable unless their
emission increases later in the test.

12.1 Noise and Instrumentation Effects

Noise refers to any detectable signal other than those caused by the source of interest.
The two general categories of noise are:

a) Active sources other than the source of interest detected as acoustic emission by
the sensor,

b) Electrical noise either detected by or produced in the acoustic emission
instrument. Noise of the former type would include the effects of electrically dirty
power lines, cross-talk between sensor leads, and RF radiation. Noise of the
latter type may be caused by failing circuit components or poor connections.

Noise may be identified with more-or-less effectiveness by a number of means. Signals
caused by type A noise typically have reasonable signal parameters, which often deviate
from values expected for the primary source. As an example, noise caused by rubbing
between two adjacent components such as a joint pin and a bracket may exhibit
_zceptionally long rise times and durations compared to emissions from crack growth.
Type B noise also exhibits unusual characteristics, often notable because sensor effects
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are absent. This latter type of noise may be very low or very high frequency or very
short duration. Electrical noise has also been observed which occurs as groups of signals
of identical or smoothly varying amplitude, and with individual events in the group
separated by constant or progressive time intervals. Individual events separated by a
constant time interval is a reliable indicator of noise, since emission sources related to

.... damage rarely produce sustained highly periodic emissions.

• 12.2 Instrumentation Effects on Acoustic Emissions

Certain data was eliminated from the data set because of the likelihood that it is noise.
. As stated above, channel 10 events were ignored because most exhibited amplitudes are

well below the detection threshold, and appeared correlated with channel 9 events. In
order to confirm that these signals could not arise from valid data, simulated acoustic
emission signals were used to trigger the SPARTAN and the response of the instrument
examined. An acoustic emission simulator manufactured by Acoustic Emission
Associates produces transient signals with adjustable amplitude, rise and decay times,
and adjustable frequency. The SPARTAN was initialized using the software routine
created for the HFIR vessel tests. Examination of the threshold settings verified that
each channel was set at 55 dB with zero internal gain. The simulator was set to produce
a signal at 250 kHz (somewhat below the nominal 350 khz center frequency of the
sensors), with a rise time of about 10/zseconds, initial amplitude of 55 dB, and a decay
rate of 50 dB/msec. Signals with these characteristics were used for ali tests described
below except where noted. The simulator amplitudes and other characteristics were
confirmed by examination of signals on a Nicolet 4094A digital oscilloscope, which
showed a range of positive peak amplitudes of 51.2 to 56.0 mV with/z = 53.2 mV, s =
1.4 mV, and negative amplitudes from 54.4 to 59.1 mV with tz = 56.2 mV and s = 1.5
mV where s is the root variance for small data sets, calculated using 1/(N-l) rather than
1/N. Using the standard formula

decibels = 20 log (vV-_2}

• the reference voltage V i is found to be 0.1 mV, confirmed by similar measurements
using simulator amplitudes of 60, 70, 80, and 90 dB. The millivolt values measured from
the oscilloscope therefore range from 54.2 to 55.4 dB, thus for a nominal 55 dB

" simulator signal, 54 or 55 dB amplitudes are expected to be displayed by the SPARTAN.

Ali 55 dB input signals to channel 10 were detected using the input signal described
above, although measured amplitudes displayed by the SPARTAN were 60 dB for these
inputs. The data acquisition instrument also detected 54 dB input signals displayed as 58
or 59 dB, but was unable to detect 53 dB inputs. The tests were re-run with an input
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signal frequency of 100 kHz, which yielded 55 dB measured for 55 dB input amplitudes,
and 53 dB measured for 54 dB inputs. Other measurements at various frequencies
indicate that the observed results are due to the shape of a frequency filter on each
channel internal to the SPARTAN which produces 5 dB or so of signal amplification
near the filter's center frequency, with a low-end roll-off to zero gain near 100 kHz. The
threshold detector follows the filter in processing order. In no instance were signals with
amplitudes below 53 dB detected in the laboratory on channel 10, indicating that signals
seen during the test are probably internally-generated noise.

Each remaining channel was similarly examined. Results show not only the effects of the
filter, but also indicate that other channels were also out of calibration. Results are
summarized below. It should be noted that the center frequency on each sensor varied
somewhat, therefore data in Table 2 should be taken as an estimate only. All channels
have zero internal (user adjustable) gain and are set to a 55 dB threshold:

Table 2. Minimum Detectable Input Signal Amplitudes and Range of
Displayed Amplitudes

The nominal threshold is 55 dB for ali channels; input signal frequency is 250 khz.

..... ,,.,. i ,., ' i _:: :, ,,, ' _'I ," _ , ,i ,ii..,,: ....... L_

J

Value:or Range of Measured
Minimum Detectable Input Amplitudes at the Minimum

Channel Signal Amplitude (dB) Detectable Input Signal Level (dB)
i i iii ,i iii, , i ,i,i iiif i i .n i ,,,

1 55" 55-56
, i t,, ,i i , i,i i i .......... ---

2 58 56-58
,m, i i , .,,,, , , ,,, ,, ,.,,, ,, --

3 56* 55
, .,,,,i , ,,, i, , lm i H, ,, , ,,,,,,,.

4 55* • 56
_

5 58 57-60
-,- i,. i j , . i ,i

6 57* 57"58
i i ,li I I I I , ,',,

Q

7 52" 53
,.... _ ,u i L ,,,,, .... - , ,, ,,,,,,, ,

8 55t 56
.,. ,,, , i ,.,.. .., . ,.., ., , , •

9 54 58
_

10 55" 60
i • --,-, ,, _ 7_7-7 -

., , "J>7

•Usually less than one in ten of the signals were detected at one dB lower input signal amplitude.
?A small fraction of events at one and two dB lower input signal amplitude were detected.
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Other parameters obtained from the input signal were compared with measurements by
the SPARTAN. Using a 55 dB input signal, rise times measured from the oscilloscope
display ranged from roughly 5 to 15/_seconds. SPARTAN-measured values ranged from
25 to 32/zseconds, not unreasonable for simulated signals converted to dB, since small
amplitude differences between consecutive peaks in uniformly decaying signals may be
lost by the vertical compression accompanying a logarithmic transformation. Although
signal duration is often shorter than the rise time both in the current validation tests and
in pressure vessel test data, this is not proof of noise since duration appears to be
measured from the time of the peak amplitude. Energy and counts were not used in
data analysis and so were not examined.

\,

12.3 Peculiarities of the Waveguide Sensor Response

A displacement spike detected by a waveguide sensor has been observed to convert
primarily into two rod modes, one travelling with a longitudinal wave speed (referred to
as the "longitudinal" mode here) followed by a second wave group travelling at about the
shear wave speed (the "shear" mode). Both of these waves will be internally reflected,
and may be detected as independent events if they retain sufficient amplitude upon
returning to the sensor end of the waveguide. Using estimates of the wave speed in steel
rod taken from laboratory data obtained during a previous program, the difference in
arrival of the direct first and second modes should be about 820/zsec or so if the event
originates at the sensor tip. A list of the expected arrival times for consecutive internal
reflections of the two modes is given below:

Table 3. Estimated Arrival Times for Internally Reflected Wavemodes
in a 17'8"Waveguide Sensor

,,,,,

Reflection _ngitudinal (msec) Shear (msec)
a

0 0 0.82

1 2.23 2.46

2 4.46 4.10
#

3 6.69 5.74

. 4 8.92 7.38

5 11.15 9.02
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The shear mode or some reflections may not be detected because of various pre-test
settings of the analysis instrument. These settings are required to allow the analysis
machine to define an event. The two settings pertinent to the present analysis are the
time delay between consecutive threshold crossings and the system re-arm time. The
former value is necessary because the oscillating signal continually crosses the threshold
within a rising and falling envelop. If the signal remains below threshold for a sufficient
amount of time, the event is ended and the system is re-armed to prepare for the next
arrival. The time delay to determine the end of an event was set to 1.2 milliseconds,
while the rearm time was set to 500 microseconds. Internal reflections will not be
detected as new events unless the delay in the arrival of a reflected mode exceeds the
rise time plus duration of the prior event plus 1.7 milliseconds.

High-amplitude periodic events in the channel 7 data suspected to be noise _vere
followed by low-amplitude events having durations and rise times of typically a few
microseconds, giving a typical dead-time for low-amplitude events of 1.7-1.8 milliseconds.
The times listed in Table 3 assume that the longitudinal mode is detected initially.
Comparison of the Table 3 values with test data values indicates detected events which
should not be included in the data analysis. The following table gives the duration and
rise times of a representative set of consecutive high-amplitude channel 7 events (_> 57
dB), followed by the relative arrival times of the first four subsequent low-amplitude
events (< 57 dB).

Comparison of Table 4 with Table 3 indicates that the first series of Table 4 events,
which follow a high-amplitude signal of 1.93 millisecond duration, are ali due to internal
reflections of a longitudinal wave which triggered the initial event. Events such as that
represented by the third example in Table 4 appear to be caused by internally reflected
waves travelling with the shear velocity. Other arrival times appear to correspond closely
to expected wavemode arrival times, possibly affected also by background noise or
interference among modes with similar arrival times, while the number and sequence of
reflections which are detected as events are affected by the duration of preceding events
combined with the system dead-time.

12.4 Calibration and Real Acoustic Emission

Some discussion of the relationship between calibration and real acoustic emission is
probably useful. In particular, why should pulser signals be detectable on multiple
sensors, while emissions detected during the test were not?

The pulser signals caused by 100 volt and 300 volt excitation were probably primarily
Rayleigh and water-borne waves. The water waves propagate through a homogeneous
and isotropic medium, and therefore do not suffer losses from interface reflections and
diffraction between the injection point and the sensor location. Rayleigh waves in
classical plate theory are non-dispersive and contain a singularity in the displacement
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Table 4. Example Relative Arrival Times of L0w-Amplitude Channel 7 Events
Subsequent to High-Amplitude Events. Class denumeration

is to illustrate clustering of relative arrival times
of unrelated events.

Main:Event:. _Measured:Relative._ival.Times: (msec): "
Duration/Rise

_ Time.:_sec)::• _i ,,,, !_ i,....... ".... ::-

1903/23 4.8 - 6.8 - 9.0 11.3
-, ii i ,, i,,i i i, iii ii ,, i

3760/7 - - 6.2 - - 10.2
........ ;i ......

3510/1301 - 5.7 - - 9,1 14.7, .,, ,, , ., , ,. , , ,,

3870/21 .... 9.5

3850/6 - - - 9.1 11.7

4220/711 ..... 12.6

2750/1298 4.9 .....

2450/8 4.4 - - - 8.1 13.9
• -, , ., , , --- _

2610/1222 - 5.6 ....
_ , ..,

4140/15 .... 9.6

3820/24 .......... ,, i

3730/14 - - 6.1 - -

2590/29 - 5.5 - 7.5 - 10.1

3350/11 - 5.4 - - 8.8 -
:: ,,, "'' ' • ' - z " _ , __. '

amplitude. Since these latter signals travel near and on the surface of the stainless steel
cladding, there are few interfaces and structural obstacles to interfere with wave

. propagation except for the roughness of the surface clad. The wavelength of the
Rayleigh acoustic signal is about 5 centimeters or so, hence surface roughness of a much
smaller characteristic length would have little effect. However, when a sensor detects a

• signal from a buried source only the relatively low amplitude longitudinal and shear
waves may be detected, since the evanescent longitudinal and shear waves have not been
converted to a Rayleigh wave at the surface. Also, a significant amount of signal loss
may occur at buried interfaces, transmission losses which would be aggravated by a high
angle of incidence• An ability to detect pulser signals at more than one sensor therefore
does not imply an ability to similarly detect signals of equivalent strength from buried[
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sources, but only indicates that the system isl_¥_::ratingcorrectly. It follows that
detection of events by only one channel during testing is not an indication that the events
are caused by noise.

12.5 Interpretation and Applicability of ASTM Standard E 569 and E 1316

Appendix A is a copy of relevant pages from section E 569 of the !991 Annual Book of
ASTM Standards [1]. Section 10.1.2 of this publication classifies sources as active and
criticallyactive based on event count or emission count, and intense or critically intense
depending upon average energy per event, average emission count per event, or average
amplitude per event. Terms referring to acoustic emission measurements are defined in
part in section E 1316 of the $tandard_, included as Appendix B of this report.

Emission counts and energy are ambiguous, and usually are indicators of signal
amplitude. The acoustic emission counts used to classify activity is a measure of the
number of times the oscillating signal crosses the detection threshold during a specific
period. Since the output of resonant transducers primarily oscillates at the resonant
frequency, the counts obtained from signals with a given shape are co-variant with
amplitude (or duration, which is also co-variant with amplitude for this type of signal).
An increase in the acoustic emission counts in a given measurement period for
invariant-shape, constant amplitude signals can only come about by an increase in the
number of events, i.e. the number of individual active sources which produce detectable
acoustic emission. Under these latter circumstances, acoustic emission counts and event
counts (the number of events detected in a given measurement period) are proportional.
The acoustic emission counts therefore may be a measure of the number, the amplitude,
or the duration (if the signal shape changes while amplitude and number of events
remain constant) of detected events. A significant change in signal shape is unlikely for
signals from a given source, therefore a change in shape will usually indicate activation
of a second source type, an instrumentation effect (primarily if signals amplitudes are
near threshold or saturation), or overlapping events caused by a high emission rate.

Intensity is a measure of average amplitude per event, emission counts per event, or
energy per event. As discussed in the preceding paragraph, emission counts per event
often indicates the average amplitude or duration. Energy obtained from acoustic
emission data is the time integral of squared voltage over the signal duration, usually
approximated by the squared amplitude times the duration. For signals of constant
shape the energy then becomes proportional to the cubed amplitude, and without
initiation of an additional source type, intensity is again a measure of signal amplitude.

Interpretation of the observed data with respect to the ASTM standards is therefore
somewhat problematic. An examination of Figures 6 and 9 indicates that ali illustrated
channels are active, with the probable exception of channel 10. Activity in channels 1
and 4 is discontinuous, but none of the data clearly indicates critical activity as defined
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by the .ASTM St_ndard_, Nor, based on amplitude characteristics presented earlier, can
active channels be classified as intense or critically intense due to the consistency
requirement of section 10.1.2.2 of the Standards, in particular as a single active source is
as likely as multiple sources constituting the detected emissions on each active channel.

13.0 Conclusions
e

The presence of acoustic emissions, the probable location of the source of the detected
" signals within a few feet of the active sensor, and the correlation between acoustic

emission behavior and pressurization, prevent crack growth from being eliminated as a
possible source process. Channels 1 and 9 may indicate the presence of leakage. An
inability to discount crack growth and leakage does not imply that these sources are
necessarily present, much less most likely. Innocuous sources unrelated to crack growth
may also be responsible for the observed emissions.

The sources of detected acoustic emissions on active channels can be classified as active

by ASTM E 569, for which recording of test results for comparison with those of
subsequent examination is recommended. Higher classification, for which evaluation by
other NDT methods is recommended by the Standards, is not required on the basis of
current data.
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APPENDIX A: ASTM E 569

A.1



which is the lowest level measured on th

was measured at 900 psi, but due to having achieved higher pressure during an earlier
interval, sources such as crack extemion which are subject to the Kaiser effect 1 would
be eliminated. Sources subject to the felicity effect 2 are unlikely to remain active for an
extended period at constant pressure, while the observed emission rate at 900 psi

_Sources subject to the Kaiser effect are not activated until the previous maximum
applied stress is exceeded.

2The felicity effect describes non-Kaiser effect sources.
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(_'[_ Designation: E 569 - 85

Standard Practice for
Acoustic Emission Monitoring of Struct',,jres During Controlled
Stimulation 1

This st=ndardis issuedunder the fixed designationE 569: the number immediately following the designation indicates the year of
original adoptionor, inthe ca.s_of revision, the veal"of la.strevision.A number in parenthesesindicatesthe year of last reapprovaL A

, superscriptepsilon(=) indicatesan editorial changesincetheta.strevision or reapproval.

Application of localized forces to the exterior boundary, of
1. Scope

, I. 1 This practice provides guidelines for acoustic emission piping and similar structural components is an example ofanother possible stimulus.
(AE) examination or monitoring of structures, such as 3.2 In addition to immediate evaluation of the emissions
pressure vessels, piping systems, or other structures that can detected during the application of the stimulus, a permanent
be stressed by mechanical or thermal means, record of the number and location of emitting sources and

1.2 The basic functions of an AE monitoring system are
to detect, locate, and classify emission sources. Other the relative amount of AE detected from each source
methods of nondestructive testing (NDT) may be used to provides a basis for comparison with sources detected during'" the test and during subsequent stimulation.
further evaluate the significance of acoustic emission sources.

1.3 This standard may involve hazardous materials, oper- 4. Order Information
ations, and equipment. This standard does not purport to
address all of the safety problems associated with its use. lt is 4.1 If AE monitoring in accordance with this practice is
the responsibility of whoever uses this standard to consult and performed as a service, the following items are subject to
establish appropriate safety and health practices and deter, agreement between the purchaser and supplier:• 4.1.1 The Area(s) to Be Monitored---Many applications
mine the applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use. will require an arrangement of sensors such that ali areas of

the structure are monitored. In other applications, only a

"_ Referenced Documents portion of the structure may require monitoring.
"" 4.1.2 The stimulation schedule and other stimulation

2. l .4STM Standards." . . , parameters.
E 610 Terminology Relating to Acoustic Emission" 4.1.3 The person(s) responsible for stopping or holding
E 650 Guide for Mounting Piezoelectric Acoustic Emis- the test if unexpected or unusual AE acuvity response

sion Sensors: patterns are detected.
E 750 Practice for Measuring the Opera!ing Characteris- 4.1.4 The date and location of the intended examination

tics of Acoustic Emission Instrumental,on" and the expected ambient conditions.
4.1.5 The criteria to be used for interpreting, classifying,

and evaluating AE indications and response patterns, if
3. Summary of Practice different from that described in this practice.

3.1 Acoustic emission examination of a structure usually 4.1.6 Disposition of records or other test data and con-
requires application of a mechanical or thermal stimulus.
Such stimulation produces changes in the stresses in the tents of the test report.4.1.7 Survey of the structure for extraneous background
structure. During stimulation of a structure, AE from noise that could preclude effective testing.
discontinuities (such as cracks and inclusions) and from

° other areas of stress concentration, or from other acoustic 5. Personnel Qualification
sources (such as leaks, loose parts, and structural motion) 5.1 The acoustic emission examination shall be per-
can be detected by an instrumentation system, using sensors

• which, when simulated by stress waves, generate electrical formed by qualified personnel. Qualification should be based
signals. The sensors are acoustically coupled to the surface of on demonstrated skill training, and experience.
the structure, usually by means of a couplant material that 6. Examination Preparation
improves the transmission of stress waves to the sensor, The
detected AE signals can be electronically conditioned and 6.I Before the examxnation begins, make the ibllowing
processed, to facilitate recordxng or visual display of the preparations for AE monitonng:
amplitude and location of the emission sources, increasing 6.1.1 Determine the type, number, and placement c,
the internal pressure of a vessel is a common stimulus, sensors. This requires knowledge of both material at.,physical characteristics or the structure and the features c

the instrumentation. This determination is also depender.

Thts practice ts under the juns,dtcxion of ASTM Commmee E.? on Nonde- upon the required precision and accuracy of the examir:a
slrucuve "l'esung and :, the dlrecl responszbdtty of Sutx:ornmmee E07.04 on lion.
•_cousncEm)sston. 6.1.2 Establish communications between the contrr

C_rrentedmonappro_edOcL 25. 1985.Published December IqgS. Ongnall._ point for the application of the stimulus and the .-XE:e_
Pubhshed as E 569 - rb. Last prev)ous edition E 56q - 82.

" 4nnual Bt_k ql.tST_,I Standards. vol 03.03. control center.

_-- J A.3 .':3



Es69

6.1.3 Provide a means for continuously recording a mea- 8.1.1 During application of the stimulus, the locations of 10,1.2.1.,

.re of the stimulus, acoustic sources arc usually determined through analysis of by event co_
6.1.4 ldentiR' potential sources of extraneous acoustic the times of amval of AE signals at multiple sensors. Such be active if

.,ise. such as vibrmion, friction, and fluid flow. Such analysis may be performed through the use of an analog or increase wi_
,urces ma_ require acoustic isolation or control, in order digital computer. 3"he computer accumulates and analyzes considered '
,_ to mask valid acoustic emissions, data over a specified parametric range. Examples of param, event counl
6.1.5 Attach the sensors: both the couplant and sensing eters are pressure, time, and stress. As the stimulus is applied, consistentl._

:vice must be compatible with the surface conditions and record the number and location of emitting sources and the rate of cha',
ae composition of the struclural material being examined amount of AE detected from each source. "['he AE rate a_ one
.ce Guide E 650). or more sensors may be monitored and displayed in real time respect to

6.1.6 Calibrate the AE monitoring system in accordance during stimulation. If the acoustic emission activity, inten, constant st_
10.1.2.2

,lth Section 7. The calibration shall be performed as a sit.v, or a similar AE quantity shows, an increase such as to
ainimum, before and after the test. Additional calibration cause concern, notiR' the owner of the structure or his average de_
'nay be performed during the test al the discretion of the designee immediately, lt shall be the owner's decision to per event.
._ner or his designee, reduce, hold, or stop the test. The cause of the AE increase considered

shall be investigated before continuing the stimulation measure c,

" Calibration of AI)paratus schedule, average inr
' 8.1.2 Continuous emission from an)' leak in a structure can be calc
7.1 Calibrate the system used for AE monitoring and data stimulated by pressure can mask acoustic emission from An intense

nterpretation in accordance with a written procedure (see sources near the leak. Effects of leaks on acoustic emission intensity c,
!'ractice E 750). measurements should be eliminated to adequately test pres- with time

".2 Background noise is normally minimized by acousti- sure boundaries. Knowledge of attenuation in the structure that, if the
:ally isolaung the structure to an extent that is compatible and the response of sensors affected by leak noise may help of the sol
_vith the chosen stimulation procedure. After ali sensors are localize the leak. therefore t
:onnected and operational, the AE monitoring system can 8.1.3 Following the test, repeat the calibration in accord-
then be calibrated at test time using an AE simulator. This ance with Section 7. Record any changes in the resulting gain this case,
simulator should be capable of repeatedly producing a settings or in the source location performance, relative to the compariso
_ransient elastic wave having an amplitude representative of previous calibration, and make appropriate compensation, if 10.1.2.3
the AE to be detected. Using the AE simulator, determine feasible, during data interpretation, characten:
both the sensitivity and locational accuracy of the AE considere_
monitoring system. 9. Examination Records

7.2.1 Sensitivit)' Calibration_In order to set the sensi-
tivity for a sensor channel, locate the acoustic emission 9.1 All calibration data _nd instrument adjustments, in-

" eluding equipment description and performance data, shallsimulator m a selected distance from the sensor. Monitor the
be included in the records of the examination and be signed

channel's response to the simulated emission, and adjust the by the responsible party. The information recorded should
channel gain or threshold to obtain a specified response, he sufficient to permit complete reanal.vsis of the results.
Then repeat this procedure for each AE sensor on the This information should include, but not be limited to'
structure. In eases where this approach is economically 9 1 I Matenal and physical characteristics of the struc-
unattractive or technically infeasible, the above procedure " "
may be performed on an alternative structure (comparison ture." 9.1.2 Sensor specifications, including size. sensitivity, frc-
block), using the same cable required for attachment to the quency response, mettaod of attachment, type of couplanu
test structure. A second alternative method, that may be type and length of connecting cables.
applied after the sensors are mounted on the structure, is to 9.1.3 Sensor locations.
apply an electrical pulse to each sensor in turn, and from 9.1.4 Functional descriptions of signal conditioners, proc-
analysis of the response of the other sensors, make an.,,' essors, and read-out equipment.
adjustments necessary to bring ali channels to the same 9.1.5 Schedule, procedures, and results of all calibrations,
sensitivity. If the sensitivity of individual channels must be 9.1.6 Method of stimulation and examination schedule.

altered due to background noise or other reason, each change 9.1.7 Permanent data record of the measured AE signalin sensitivity shall be recorded.
7.2.2 Location Calibration_Check the operation of the parameters, in analog or digital form. NO_E-,.'r

AE source location function by analyzing simulated AE 10. Interpretation of Results
signals from several locations on the structure, as well as
from any specific critical locations. For each placement of 10.1 All results shall be summarized on an appropriate
the simulmor, determine and record the precision and layout map, displayed or tabulated or both. for ready
accuracy of the AE location function, lt should be noted that reference and interpretation. This layoul or tabulation shall
:he accuracy of locating the simulated source will not display the location and classification of each source with
necessarily be the same as for locating a real AE source, pertinent comments.

I0.1.1 Source Locatiot_--All location data resulting from
analysis shall be presented in a manner consistent x_ith the

8. Examination Procedure previously established calibration accuracy.
8.1 Acoustic emission data may be accumulated during or 10.1.2 Sut_rce Class_fcaIion--Sources are usually classi-

after stimulation of the structure, or both. fled with respect to their acoustic activity and intensi_.v.
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_ E 569

,ns of 10.1.2. l A source's acoustic activity is normally measured of the located source. The clustering of the located events
sis of by event count or emission count. A source is considered to from a sharp discontinuity, such as a crack, is usually dense,
Such be active if itsevent count or emission count continues to while regions of plastic deformation associated with, for

og or increase with increasing or constant stimulus. A source is example, corrosion pits, result in source areas that show
_tlyzes considered to be critically active if the rate of change of its more uncertainty in the definition of their size, ,he events
_ram- event count, or emission count, with respect to the stimulus, being contained rather sparsely in the region. In most cases, a

plied, consistently increases with increasing stimulation, or if the growing.crack is considered to be the more serious defect.
d the rate of change of its event count, or emission count, with However, activity and intensity may not suffice for distin-
tt one respect to time, consistently increases with time under guishing between the two. Normally, there is subjective._time • judgment on what size of location bundle or cluster consti-
n:en- constant stimulus (see Fig. l). tutes an isolated source.

as to 10.1.2.2 Preferred intensity measures of a source are its: 10.1.3 Source Evaluation.--Sources are usually evaluated
zr his average detected energy per event, average emission count by their activity or intensity.
on to per event, or average amplitude per event. A source is 10.1.3.1 Sources considered to be critically active, criti.
:rease considered to be intense if it is active and its intensity cally intense, or both are indicative of questionable structural
ration measure consistently exceeds, by a specified amount, the integrity and, if possible, shall be evaluated by other NDT

average intensity of active sources. The intensity of a source methods.
:cture can be calculated for increments of the stimulus or of events. L0.1.3.2 Sources considered to be ,ntense are indicative oi"

from An intense source is considered to be critically intense if its possible flaw growth and, if possible, should be evaluated by
ission intensity consistently increases with increasing stimulus, or other NDT methods.
pros- with time under constant stimulus (see Fig. 2). lt is noted 10.1.3.3 Sources considered to be active but not intense

acture that, ii'there is only one active source, the intensity measure shall be recorded for comparison with sources detected
v help of the source is the average intensity of ali sources, and during subsequent examinations.

therefore the intrinsic comparison no longer is applicable, tn t0.1.3.4 Sources considered to be of low activity and
ccord- this case, it is necessary to classify the source through intensity are not usually required to be further evaluated or
g gain " " subsequently correlated.
to the comparison with results from similar tests.
ion, if 10.1.2.3 In addition to activity and intensity, another 11. Report

characteristic of each detected AE source that should be 11.1 A repo_ should at least contain the examination
considered tbr source classification is the size of the "region" record and the interpretation of results.
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ned in Nondestructive Examinations1
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t'ace of This standard is issued under the fixed designation E 1316; the number immediately followmg the destgnation indicates the year of
ongmal adoptson or, in the ca_ of revision, the year of last revision, A number in parenthe_s indicates the year of last reapproval. A

of Fig. supcr_npt epsilon (t) indicat_ an editorial change since the last revision or reapproval.
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1. Scope INondestructive Testang I .,t

l.l This standard defines the terminology used in the ,_______..._1 .........
standards prepared by the E-7 Committee on Nondestructive _onj , L;L: 7 l

Testing. These nondestructive testing (NDT) methods in- J _ __ "'_ '-:::"""--
elude: acoustic emission, electromagnetic testing, gamma. _rpretadon I ........ t •
and X-radiography, leak testing, liquid penetrant testing, ( "

magnetic panicle testing, neutron radiography and gaging, , _ultrasonic testing, and other technical methods. _ "
Section A defines terms that are common to all NDT

methods, and the subsequent sections include the terms _ " _''''':'''';'
pertaining to a specific NDT method. An alphabetical list of I

which also identifies the section in which each term is
defined, .. •

1,2 As shown on the chart below, when nondestructive 2. Referenced Documents ' _ ._. :"--,:-
testing produces an indication, the indication is subject to -.-,.;.,,:...,-.-.....
interpretation as false, nonrelevant or relevant. If it has been 2.1 ASTM Standards:
interpreted as relevant, the necessary subsequent evaluation E 127 Practice for Fabricating and C"heek_l_ Aluminum "
will result in the 6ecision to accept or reject the material. Alloy Ultrasonic Standard Reference Bloek_'_.''_
With the exception of accept and reject, which retain the E 215 "Practice for Standardizing Equipment for Electro.

magnetic Examination of Seamless .Aluminum-Alloy ,
meaning found in most dictionaries, ali the words used in the Tube: ' ' :'_:' " "
chart are defined in Section A. E 268 Definitions of Terms Relatingto Eleela'omagnetic

Testing: .... :......
E 260 Definitions of Terms Relating to Magi:tic Particle

' Fh=s tcrmmok)g._ _sunder the .run,diction of Commzttee E.", on .%ondeslruc.
tt_e Tc.sting and is the direcl re_p,onslbdity of Subcommittee E0" '92on Edllonal. Examination:

Current ed,t,on appro, t.d June 15. I_'}1. Pubhshed Aut_ust I'_'_l. Ong.tnall_ E 270 Definitions of Terms Relating to Liquid Penetrant
pubhslaed as E 13lt', - ,_9 Last pre_)ous ed)t_on E 131¢_- '_la. Examination: .... '_ "_": ' ' '

E "_,4.. Definitions of Terms Relating to Leak Testing:
E 494 Practice lhr Measunng Ultra.sortie Velocity in Mate.

rials: - "

B, 2 E 500 l'erminologv. Relating to Ultra._nic.,,,'..,,"_.:Examinati°n:,-,,-.,

I_rll_l/ th)_)_ ,_1 I.KT_I Standard';. Vpi 03.03. _ ._..........--.,.-, :"
,

• .
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E 545 Method tbr Determining Image Quality in Direct E 1033 Practice for Electromagnetic (Edd._-Current/ Ex-
Thermal Neutron Radiographic Testing'." amination of Type F- Continuousl._ Welded (C'\Vl

E 566 Practice for Electromagnetic (Edd._-Current) Son- Ferromagnetic Pipe and Tubing Above the Curie
ing of Ferrous Metals 2 Temp erature2

E 58:6 Terminology Relating to Industrial Radiolog.v z E 1067 Practice for Acoustic Emission Examination of'
E 610 Definitions of Terms Relating to Acoustic Emis- Fiberlass Reinforced Plastic Resin (FRP! Tanks/Vessels:

sion-" E 1118 Practice for Acoustic Emission Examination of
Reinforced Thermosetting Resin Pipe (RTRP)'

E 664 Practice for Measurement of the Apparent Attenu- E 1149 Terminology Relating to NDT by Infrared
alien of Longitudinal Ultrasonic Waves by Immersion Thermography:
Method: E 1213 Test Method for Minimum Resolvable Tempera-

E 748 Practices for Thermal Neutron Radiography of Ma- lure Difference for Thermal Imaging Systems:

terials" 3 Significance and Use
E 750 Practice for Characterizing Acoustic Emission In- '

• strurnentation ? 3.1 The terms found in this proposed standard are in-
tended to be used uniformly and consistently in ali nonde.

E 804 Practice for Calibration of the Ultrasonic Test Sys- structive testing standards. The purpose ofthis standard is to
tem by Extrapolation Between Flat-Bottom Hole Sizes-" promote a clear understanding and interpretation of the

o NDT standards in which the}' are used. sig:

Section A: Common NDT Terms -a AE si
sp_

AEs
defect_a discontinuityor group of discontinuitieswhose interpretation_thedeterminationofwhetherindicationsare th_'

indications do not meet specified acceptance criteria, relevant or nonrelevant. AE s

discontinuit.v_an interruption, which rna,., be either inten- Nondestructive Testing (NDT), n_the development and b.v
tional or unintentional in the physical structure or config- application of technical methods to examine materials or exc
uration of a part. components in ways that do not impair future usefulness arm',

evaluation--a review, following interpretation of the indica- and serviceability in order to detect, locate, measure and burs1
tions noted• to determine whether the)' meet specified evaluate discontinuities, defects and other imperfections; chain
acceptance criteria, to assess integrity, properties and composition: and to

false indication, n_an ]HDT indication that is interpreted to measure geometrical characters, presec
be caused by a discontinuity at a location where no Nondestructive Evaluation_see Nondestructive Testing. co_
discontinuity exists. Nondestructive Examination_see Nondestructive Testtn.,,,.

.fiaw_see defect• Nondestructive Inspection_see Nondestructive Testing _F'F
indication_evidence of a discontinuity that requires inter- nonrelevant indication, n_an NDT indication that is caused Cb:

by a condition or type of discontinuity that is not _ro,
pretation to determine its significance, rejectable. False indications are non-relevant.

relevant indication, n_an NDT indication thai is caused by conti

The terms defined in Secllon A are the direcl responsibility of Subcommittee a condition or type of discontinuity that requires eva}un, count
E07.92. Editorial Review. lion. of

thr

Section B: Acoustic Emission (E 610, E 750, E 1067. and E 1118) 4"'_ count
dis.

count
acoustic emission (AE)_the class of phenomena where,, acoustic emission count rate--see count rate. acoustic emis- (N

transient elastic waves are generated by the rapid release of sion (emission rate or count rate) (N).
energy from localized sources within a material, or the acoustic emission event_see event, acoustic emission• coun:lcr]
transient waves so generated. Acoustic emission is the acoustic emission event energy_see energy, acoustic event.
recommended term for general use. Other terms that have acoustic emission sensor_see sensor, acoustic emission, coupl

" been used in AE literature include (1) stress wave emis- acoustic emission signal amplitude--see signal amplitude, to
non, (2) microseismic activity, and (3) emission or acoustic emission, int,,
acoustic emission with other qualifving modifiers, acoustic emission signal (emission signal)_see signal, cumz,

, " acoustic emission. F,'_

acoustic emission channe/_see channel, acoustic emission, acoustic emission signature (signature)_see signature, cumz,
6'cOz_SIiCemission count (emission counl) (.V)_see count, acoustic emission. _,'o.

acoustic emission, acoustic emission transducer--see sensor, acoustic emission, ti,'_
acoustic emission wavegutde_see waveguide, acoustic emis- dead

sion. ins

" The boldface designanon_ in parentheses Ind,eate the standards from which AE signal durations.the time between AE signal start and rea
ta." lerms m thal seco,on were denver. AE signal end.

• The terms defined in Section B are the d_rec'l responsibiln._ of Sutx:ommnlee AE signal efld_the recognized termination of an AE signal.
E07.(_4on ACOUSlIC Emtss_onMemod. usually defined as the last crossine of the threshold by that , T:

_, . _r1;.1no LI:
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'O FIG. 1 Burst Emission on a Continuous Emission Background. (Sweep Rate--5 ms/cml)
_e

signal, differential (acoustic emission) amplitude distribution F(I )--
AE signal generator--a device which can repeatedly induce a see distribution, differential (acoustic emission) amplitude

specified transient signal into an AE instrument, f(V)o
AE signal rise time--the time between AE signal start and d_ferential (acoustic emission)threshold crossing distribution

re the peak amplitude of that AE signal, f(V)--see distribution, differential (acoustic emission)
AE signal start--the beginning ofan AE signal as recognized threshold crossing.

_d by the system processor, usually defined by an amplitude distribution, amplitude, cumulative (acoustic emission)
or excursion exceeding threshold. F(V)--the number of acoustic emission events with signals
.ss arrival time interval fAtu)--see interval, arrival time. that exceed an arbitrary, amplitude as a function of
_d burst emission--see emission, burst, amplitude V.
_s: channel, acoustic emission--an assembly of a sensor, distribution, threshold crossing, cumulative (_,coustic emis-
to preamplifier or impedance matching transformer, filters sion) F,(V)--the number of times the acou_,.;c emission

secondary, amplifier or other instrumentation as needed, signal exceeds an arbitrary, threshold as a function of the
connecting cables, and dedector or processor, threshold voltage (V).

NOTE I--a channel for examining fiberglass reinforced plastic distribution, differential (acoustic emission) amplitude
.'d (FRP) may uttlize more than one sensor with associated electronics, f(V)--the number of acoustic emission events with signal

Channels may be processed independently or in predetermined amplitudes between amplitudes of I,"and V + AV as a
3t

groupshaving similar sensitivityand frequency characteristics, function of the amplitude V, ./'(V) is the absolute value of

continuous emission--see emission, continuous, the derivative of the cumulative amplitucle distribution

a- count, acoustic emission (emission count) (N)--the number F(V).
of times the acoustic emission signal exceeds a preset distribution, differential (acoustic emission) threshold
threshold during any selected portion of a test. crossing f,(V)--the number of times the acoustic emission

count, event (N.)--the number obtained by counting each signal waveform has a peak between thresholds Vand V +
discerned acoustic emission event once. AV as a function of the threshold V.f(V) is the absolute

count rate, acoustic emission (emission rate or count rate) value of the derivative of the cumulative threshold
s- (N)--the time rate at which emission counts occur, crossing distribution Ft(V).

count, ring-down--see count, acoustic emission, the preferred distribution, logarithmic (acoustic emission) amplitude
term. g(V)--the number of acoustic emission events with signal

couplant--a material used at the structure-to-sensor interface amplitudes between I,' and al' (where c_ is a constant "

ie. to improve the transmission of acoustic energy across the multiplier) as a function of the amplitude. This is a vanant
interface during acoustic emission monitoring, of the differential amplitude distribution, appropriate for

al. c'u,,nulative /acoustic emission) amplitude distribtttion logarithmically windowed data.
F( I ").--see distribution, amplitude, cumulative, dynamic range--the difference, in decibels, between the

e. cumulative (acoustic emission) threshold eros'sine distribu- overload level and the minimum signal level (usually fixed
lion F,(I)--see distribution, threshold crossing, cumula- by one or more of the noise levels, low-level distortion.

,n. tire. interference, or resolution levell in a system or sensor.
z_- dead time--any interval during data acquisition when the emission, burst--a qualitative description of the discrete

instrument or system is unable to accept new data tbr anv signal related to an individual emission event occumng
_d reason. (E 750)" within the material.

B. 4 g_-Il 2--Use oi'the term burst cml.ssa)n ts recommended pnl,, Ibr

.1i. descrtbing lhc qualitative appearance of ¢mi.,,s_on _lgnals. Figure 1
" The des_gnatmns m parenthc'_.,s l'oliou.mg the terms ,ndtcat¢ the .\STM ,_how_ an oscilh_scope trace triburst cmisston stgnals on a background,at

standards from which lhc lern'_s were dertxed, o1" COllllnuou._ _.'rrllNsion.
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FIG. 3 Co;,',tinuous Emission. (Sweep Ratem0.1 ms/cm,) se..

CO

emission, continuous--a qualitative description of the sus- event count (Nel--see count, event, pa
tained signal level produced by rapidly occurring acoustic event count rate (Nejmsee rate, event count, abso
emission events, examination area--that portion of a structure being moni- de

NOTE3-- Use of the term continuous emission is recommended toted with acoustic emission, or
only for describing the qualitative appearance of emission signals, examination region_that portion of the test article evaluated se

• Figures 2 and 3 show oscilloscope traces of continuous emission using acoustic emission technology, abso
signalsat _wodifferent sweep rates. Felicity effect_the presence of acoustic emission, detectable su

energy, acoustic emission event_the total elastic energy at a fixed predetermined sensitivity level at stress levels at"
'. released by an emission event, below those previously applied. (E 1067) m

evaluation threshold_a threshold value used for analysis of Felicity effect,--the presence of detectable acoustic emission abs(
the examination data. Data may be recorded with a system at a fixed predetermined sensitivity level at stress levels o_
examination threshold lower than the evaluation below those previously applied, abs_u_
threshold. For analysis purposes, dependence of measured Felicity ratio_the ratio of the stress at which the Felicity tt-.
data on the system examination threshold must be taken effect occurs to the previously applied maximum stress.
into consideration. (E 1067, E 1118)

,. _

event, acoustic emission (emission event)--a local material NOTE4_The fixedsensitivfl._levelwill usuallybc the same as was
change giving rise to acoustic emission, used for the previous loading or _est.(E 1118) / E07.(

590 B.5
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instrumentation dead timemsee dead time, instrumentation, signal, acoustic emission (emission signal)--r-am electrical
floating threshold--any threshold with amplitude estab- signal obtained by detection of one.or.mot: =coustic

lished by a time average measure of the input signal. (E emission events. ,. i_z_., ......
750) signal amplitude, acoustic emission--the peak vol_ of the

hit--any signal that exceeds the threshold and causes a largest excursion attained by the signal wavcform from an
system channel to accumulate data. (E 750) emission event, .,r., ,.---'-.,.w: .

interval, arrival time (At,.i)_the time interval between the signal overload level--that level above:wbieda:_eration
detected arrivals of an acoustic emission wave at the lth ceases to be satisfactory as a result of slgiaal di_rtion,
and jth sensors of a sensor arrav., overheating, or damage, ' -,,_.", ,,.-..,_ ¢.,_.,"

Kaiser effectmthe absence of detectable acoustic emission at signal overload point--the maximum inptri _d amplitude "
a fixed sensitivity level, until previously applied stress at which the ratio of output to input is obe,erred to remain
levels are exceeded, within a prescribed linear operating range, ma":"._r "

logarithmic (acoustic emission) amplitude distribution signature, acoustic emission (signature)-._ '_c set _'
g(I)--see distribution, logarithmic (acoustic emission) am- of reproducible attributes of acoustic emi_on signals
plitude, associated with a specific test article as ob,,ma-ved with a

overload recovery time--an interval of nonlinear operation particular instrumentation system under specified test
of an instrument caused by. a signal with amplitude in conditions. " ;_l''"r'z:.a:-.-"
excess of the instrument's linear operating range.

pressure, design_pressure used in design to determine the stimulation_the application of a stimulus'_¢:h as force.
required minimum thickness and minimum mechanical pressure, heat, etc., to a test article to eau._ _tivadon of
properties, acoustic emission sources. .:-tr, ;'.'-,_, "

processing capacity--the number of hits that can be proc- system ex_mination threshold--the eleetrom¢"in._'ument
essed at the processing speed before the system must threshoH (see evaluation threshold) which data will be
interrupt data collection to clear buffers or otherwise detected. ., '.f .... "
prepare for accepting additional data. transducers, acoustic emission--see ser_l_tJ¢ emis-

processing speed_the sustained rate (hits/s), as a function of sion. :. ,_-_ne _..a,::.-. •
the parameter set and number of active channels, at which voltage threshold_a voltage level on an"_'eompar.
AE signals can be continuously processed by a system ator such that signals with amplitudes larl_th_lhis level
without interruption for data transport, will be recognized. The voltage thistly be u.ser

rate, event count (Ne)_the time rate of the event count, adjustable, fixed, or automatic floating: (E-7,_)"L_ -. :,
.L_'/_._-'_ _ _ .. :

rearm delay ;ime_see time, rearm delay, waveguide, acoustic emission_a device eo_ elastic
ring-down count_see count, acoustic emission, the preferred energy from a structure or other test bbjeeI to'a mmmotel,,.

term. mounted sensor during AE monitoring.'Asa¢xmmal_ of an
sensor, acoustic emission_a detection device, generally acoustic emission waveguide would be a solid _ of rod

piezoelectric, that transtbrms the particle motion pro- that is coupled at one end to a monitored. _ruett_, and to
., . ,,_ ,i.- • .

duced by an elastic wave into an electrical signal, a sensor at the other end. _.i.S_.._.iq:i4._,

Section C: Electromagnetic Testing (E 215, E 243, E 268, E 566, E 1033) _ ,-.:,_'_._i..

.,. ,i _.1 ,m ,.,_1o ,,kt ;Qf _'

absolute coil--a coil (or coils) that respond(s) to the total direct comparison to another secUo_ _._ll_,.I_.., or to
.... .,,..... ,,,r_."'L"_ ' _.

detected electric or magnetic properties, or both of one another part. (See also absolute eoO.)..,_,ff._,_,,_._.¢...--..

section of a part undergoing electromagnetic test without absolute svstem.--a system that u'_a'ir __blytal_ andcomparison to another section of the part. or to another associated electronics to measure the t6 " magnetic

part. (E 268) properties of a test part without ",d___n to'
absolutecoil--a coil (or coils)that respond,s, to the total another section of the part or to ano._,ca"_.( ._,_,_:melute

moni- detected electric or magnetic properties, or both. of a part coil). (E 566) . .,,,mtu_'._,,n_.,.._',', ,

or section of the test part without comparison to another acceptance level_a test level above or..bdm_..whieh,...:.. test a
uated section of the part or to another part. (E 506) specimens are acceptable in contrast to ry._,_..on level.

absolute measurements_in electromagnetic testing, mea- acceptance limits_test levels used in el_'tro_¢ ias_c.
,:::,.hie surements made withoul a direct reference using an tion that establish the _roup into which= _terial Under

• .1_ ,,,i,_ i. ,
',:_ets absolute coil in contrast to differential and comparative ,est belongs. ... .... .z_ .....

measurements. (See also absolute coil), acceptance limits_tcst levels used in elecl_.magnetic sortin_
-_s_on absolute readout--in electromagnetic testing, the signal which establish the group into which. _ttZm..material.under
_cvels outpu: of an absolute coil. (See also absolute coil) test bei,.mgs. (E _,0o) .

absolute system_an electromagnetic testing system that acceptance standard--in tubing inspection, a tube used to
_..licity uses a coil assembly and associated electronics to measure establish the acceptance level with artifi.".6"_..di-'_ntinuities
,_ress. the total electromagnetic properties of a test part without as specified in the applicable product _'.'":.

B. 6 acceptance standard--a tube with artifieial'_ntinuities

'_'_ ,,_as " The lerrns ,lefined _nSecuon C are _he direcl rcsl_nsthdttv of Su_'omm_ttce specified in the applicable Pr°ducL_ ..'_anda'rd-`used to
E0-7_7 ,m Elct'lrornav.nt'l,c\lelh,_.ts establish the acceptance level. (E 21:5);_'_!7--..:! _e_::
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